PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed or inhaled. Avoid contact with eyes. In case of contact immediately flush eyes with plenty of water. Get medical attention if irritation persists. Avoid breathing mist. Avoid contamination of food. Wash hands with soap and water after using.

STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT

IF SWALLOWED: Do not induce vomiting. CALL A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL CENTER IMMEDIATELY.
IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air. Apply artificial respiration if indicated.
IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water. Get medical attention if irritation persists.
IF IN EYES: Flush eyes with plenty of water. Get medical attention if irritation persists.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This product is toxic to fish. Do not apply directly to water. Do not contaminate water by cleaning of equipment or disposal of wastes.

NOT RETURNABLE FOR CREDIT

EPA Reg. No. 6175-...
EPA Est. No. 6175-LA-1

0.75 fl. oz. (22 ml)

HORSE SPRAY ...UB

READY-TO-USE PRODUCT FOR USE ON HORSES AND PONIES

KILLS & REPELS
Horn Flies, Stable Flies, Deer Flies, Face Flies, Horse Flies, House Flies, Mosquitoes and Gnats

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Pyrethrins .............................................. 0.05%
Piperonyl butoxide, technical* .................. 0.50%
Butoxypropylene glycol .......................... 10.00%
Methoxychlor, technical** ...................... 0.50%
INERT INGREDIENTS: .............................. 88.95%

*Equivalent to 0.4% (butylcarbityl)(6-propyl-piperonyl) ether and 0.1% of related compounds.
**Equivalent to 0.44% 2,2-bis(P-methoxyphenyl)-1,1,1-trichloroethane and 0.06% other isomers and related compounds.

NOT FOR USE ON HUMANS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

See Side Panel For Additional Precautionary Statements.

NET CONTENTS:
8 fl. oz.
(227 ml)

HART-DELTA
AMI - Agribusiness Marketers and Investors, Inc.
Baton Rouge, LA. 70805
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

HORSE SPRAY & RUB has been specifically formulated for use on your horse and pony show stock. Do not use on food animals. The product may be sprayed or wiped onto the animal's coat and will also impart a bright sheen to the animal's coat. Apply regularly during fly season.

AS A SPRAY:
Select a hand sprayer which will apply the product in a fine mist or fog. Use one to two ounces per animal per day. Also treat adjacent stable areas for more effective fly control. Do not wet the animal's skin. After application, brush the coat to give overall coverage. Make sure that legs and ankles are treated. For face area treat as a wipe-on application.

TO WIPE ON:
Rub the animal down and remove dirt. Pour a small amount (1 ounce) into a soft cloth and wipe on against the hair grain. Make sure to treat legs, belly, the neck and the facial areas as well as the back line. Do not wet skin. After this application, brush the coat to bring out a bright sheen. Repeat as needed to kill and repel biting flies. During fly time best protection will be given by treating animals 3 to 4 times each week.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry area away from heat or open flame.
DISPOSAL: Do not re-use empty container. Wrap container and place in trash collection.
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF PESTICIDES PROGRAMS
REGISTRATION DIVISION (Pesticide)
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:
(Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended)

NAME AND ADDRESS OF REGISTRANT (Include ZIP code)

NOTE: Changes in labeling formula differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce. In any correspondence on this product always refer to the above U.S. EPA registration number.

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby Registered/Reregistered under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

A copy of the labeling accepted in connection with this Registration/Reregistration is returned herewith.

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or approval of this product by this Agency. In order to protect health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered by others.

ATTACHMENT IS APPLICABLE

SIGNATURE OF APPROVING OFFICIAL DATE

EPA Form 2270-4 (Rev. 5-76) PREVIOUS EDITION MAY BE USED UNTIL SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED.
Statement of Practical Treatment

If Swallowed: Do not induce vomiting because of possible aspiration hazard. Call a physician or Poison Control Center immediately.

3. Submit five (5) copies of your final printed labeling before you release the product for shipment. Refer to the A-79 Enclosure for a further description of final printed labeling.

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

Jay S. Kellenberger
Product Manager (12)
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch
Registration Division (TS-767)

Enclosure